DACC Leadership

boot camp

Give your supervisors/managers the skills they need for success!

2019

8 unique courses in a condensed leadership series
led by Steve Welland from February - May 2019
Seating is limited so enroll today!
Classes held 8:00 am - 12:00 pm
at Bremer Conference Center Room 110
For More Information or To Register Call
Stephanie Yates
217-554-1628 or email syates@dacc.edu

Registration Deadline − February 1, 2019
•

Communicating for Superior Teamwork: Managing Your Communication
Style™
In this class we will explore the essence of teamwork –
effective communication. This program employs the Classic
DiSC instrument to provide participants with a better understanding of their own communication style. February 19

•

Building Trust Under Pressure™

•

Realizing Talent in Others™ helps leaders match the employee’s natural need to demonstrate competence with the
organization’s need to succeed. Recognize the psychological
needs of individuals, and incorporate leadership behaviors to
support them. April 16

•

Leaders with solid foundational leadership habits for building
productivity and strong working relationships. Participants
learn and apply six Basic Principles, universal leadership
guidelines. March 5

•

Communication Excellence: Managing
Performance with DiSC™

Giving Needs-Based Feedback™
Skill in giving feedback helps leaders support the internal
motivation of employees to grow their knowledge and expertise. April 2

Resolving Conflicts Within Your
Team™
Effective leaders understand the impact conflict can have on
a team and put processes in place for dealing with it, either
by intervening directly or helping team members resolve
conflicts on their own. April 30

•

Managing Your Priorities™
Gone are the days of “doing more with less.” Today, we must
“do everything with nearly nothing” and the new “as soon
as possible” is “now.” No wonder priority management is
itself a pressing priority! Traditional time management is no
match for these challenges. May 14

Using the Everything DiSC Management Profile we explore
the differences between communication styles and develop specific plans to deliver messages in the most effective
means possible. March 19

•

Realizing Talent in Others™

•

Offering Rewards & Recognition™
Offering Rewards and Recognition™ helps participants to use
rewards effectively and to apply a simple process for offering
recognition. The payoff of these skills is improved employee
engagement, performance, and results. June 4

Enroll your managers in Leadership Boot Camp for only $1,450 per person
(Call for special discount pricing if enrolling more than 5 persons )

Raise
the
Bar!

